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Twenty-seve, publications related to the Clinch River
Breeder Reactor project were revieued to deterrine if they were
promotional in nature. These publications were issued by a
variety of organizations, including the Energy Research and
Developsent Administration and the Nuclear Ragulatory
Commission, both now part of the Department of Energy (DOE), and
the Breeder Reactor Corporation (3RC) which represents the
utility .ndustry in the joint Government/industry project.
Findings/Conclusicns; With the exception of 13 publicatiouG
'-zued by BBC, all of the publications are technical and
programmatic documents and are not propaganda. Hcwever, ail 13BBEC publications are promotional in nature. At least 4 pamphlets
are so oversisplified and distorted that they are clearly
propaganda and are questionable ior dissemination to the public.
The 4 FpampFhlts fail to discuss complex and contxoversial issues
and present only the advantages and none of the disadvantages of
the breeder reactor and nuclear power. Even though public funds
were nact usod for these publications, the DOE shculd exercise
some responsibility for the pub.ic's receiving balanced and
objective information on these controversial issues.
Recossendations: The Secretary of Energy should: develop
standards for fairness and objectivity governing the
dissemination of information to the public by industry
participants on joint DOE/industry projects; work with BRC to
develop procedures whersby DOE can review all future BRC public
information efforts to assure that thev are reasonably fair and
objective; and to the extent possible, review all existing BRC
informational saterial and request BSC to stop circulation of
material which is not fair and objective or put a disclaimer on
it to asEo that the material is not approved by the Government
(RRS)
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Problems With Publications
Related To The Clinch River
Breeder Reactor Project
GAO reviewed 27 publications related to the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor--a cooperative
Government/industry demonstrationl project.
Four pamphlets issued by the Breeder Reac-
tor Corporation are oversimplified, distorteu,
and constitute propaganda. As such, they arr
questionable for distribution to the public.

The Breeder Reactor Corporation paid for the
parrn;h!ets with utility industry contributions.
No Federal funds were used. Even so, the
Department of Energy should do all it can to
see to it that the public and the Congress re-
ceive balanced and objective iformation on
the merits and problems of a 'search, devel-
opment, and demonstration project in which
it is participating--the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor or any other.

GAO recommends steps the Department
should take so that public information on its
joint projects with industry is reasonabl' fair
and objective.
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The Honorable Richard L. Ottinger
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Ottinger:

You asked us to review 27 publications related to the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) project. These publica-
tions were issued by a variety of organizations including the
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and the Breeder Reaztor Corpo-
ration (MRC). (See Appendix II.) You wanted our views on
whether they are propaganda.

At the time of our review, the CRBR project was admin-
istered by ERDA. On August 4, 1977, Conrress Pnacted the
Department of Energy Organization Act (Public Law 95-91) to
consolidate all energy programs and functions of ERDA and
other Federal energy agencies into a single Department of
Energy (DOE). ERDA's programs and functions were transferred
to the new Department effective October 1, 1977.

The term propaganda has several definitions. For *?ur
purposes we used Webster's definition of propaganda--"any
systematic, widespread dissemination or promotion oF partic-
ular ideas, doctrines, practices, et-. to further one's own
cause or to damage an opposing cne." In evaluating the publi-
cations we paid particularly clcse attention to their fairness
and objectivity in discussing tLe iss- es they attempted to
address.

With the exception of 13 publications issued by BRC
-- which represents the utility industry in the joint Govern-
ment/industry project--all the publications are technical and
programmatic documents and are not propaganda. However, all
13 BRC publications are promotional in nature. We believe at
least four pamphlets are so oversimplified and distorted that
they clearly constitute propaganda and, as such, are question-
able for dissemination to the public. (See Appendixes III
through VI.)

The four pamphlets mislead the reader by failing to dis-
cuss the complex and controversial issues they attempt to
address in sufficient depth to provide a reasonably fair and
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objective statement of the facts. They are one-sided in thatthey present only the advantages but none of the disadvan-
tages of the breeder reactor and nuclear power in genera..
They also fail to discuss the critical problems affecting
breecer reactor develop:lent and commercializationi

DOE has no contractual authority to stop their issuancebecause, as allowed under the CRBR c atracts, BRC paid forthem out of utility contributions and no Federal funds were
involved. As of September 1977 the utilities had pledgedand were legally responsible for contributing $257 million to
the project--$7 million more than they originally agreed to
contribute.

Even though public funds were not u:sed for these pam-
phlets, we believe, DOE should exercise some responsibility
for seeing to it that the puolic and its elected representa-
tives receive balanced and objective information on the
merits and problems of any research, development, and demon-
stration (RD&D) project in which it is participating,
including CRBR. Balanced and objective information is essen-
tial for the public and the Congress to make informed judg-ments on beth the advantages and disadvantages of important
and controversial projects such as CRBR. The public correctly
views a joint DOE/industry RD&D project such as CRBR as aGovernment-sponsored project. The mere fact that public fundsare not used to disseminate information on such a project does
not alter the fact that the public will tend to identify thisinformation with the Government and is likely to view it as
bearing the Government's seal of approval.

Thus, we are recommending that the Secretary of Energy
take the following steps to help ensure that information
disseminated on all joint DOE/industry RD&D projects is
reasonably fair and objective:

-- Develc) standards for fairness and objectivity
governizng the dissemination of information to the
public by industry participants on joint DOE
/industry RD&D projects and include these standardsin all future contracts with industry. These stand-
ards should provide for a reasonable presentation
of information which shows both the advantages and
disadvantages of the project. The contracts should
also provide for DOE review of all project-related
promotional literature and should require that
such publications which do not meet the standards
contain a prominently displayed disclaimer statement
to make it clear that the publications are not
Government approved.
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-- Work with BRC to develop procedures whereby DOE
can review all future BRC public information
efforts to ensure that they are reasonably fair
and objective. The Department should seek to
amend the existing CRBR contracts to include
such a review provision and to require that all
publications on the CRBR project which do not meet
its standards for fairness and objectivity contain
a prominently displayed disclaimer statement.

--To the extent possible, review all existing BRC
informational material and request BRC to either
top circulation of all material which is not

fair and objective or put a prominently displayed
disclaimer statement on it showing that the material
is not Government approved.

Appendix I discusses our findings and conclusions on the
BRC publications in more detail.

AGENCY COMMENTS

Commenting on this report (see Appendix VII) the Depart-
ment of Energy did not disagree with the basic idea that con-
tracts for jointly funded DOE/industry RD&D projects should
provide for DOE review of all project-generated informational
literature. The agency, however, believed our report suggested
that such a review should also apply to privately funded
generic material which is nct project-generated and said that
such an approach would be nversimplistic. The Department also
said that our report inaccurately refereed to the pamphlets in
question as "project-related," since nowhere in them did BRC
mention or refer to the CRBR and no Federal funds were used to
produce or distribute them.

We did not state, or mean to imply, that DOE should review
privately funded informational material published by a project
participant when the material is not project-related. Rather,

we clearly said that contracts for joint DOE/industry RD&D proj-
ects should provide for DOE review of "all project-related pro-
motional literature" published by project participants.

As we pointed out in our report, BRC was created to repre-
sent the interests of the utilities in the CRBR project. It
has no existence independent of the project. Had BRC wanted
to use utility funds to publish pamphlets on topics such as
abortion, welfare abuse, or farm subsidies, then clearly they

would not be project-related. But, we fail to see how pam-
phlets on breeder reactor issues are not project-related when
BRC'e only project is the CRBR. Furthermore, under the CRBR
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contractual arrangements, BRC can only use the utility
contributions to meet its "* * * reasonable costs and expenses
relating to the project." Thus, under the project arrange-
ments, BRC cannot use utility contributions to issue any infor-
.mation that is not project-related. If DOE feels st:ongly that
these pamphlets are not project-related under the terms of the
project contractual arrangements, it should question the use
of utility contributions to pay for them.

DOE also expressed serious doubts as to its legal or con-
tractual authority "* * * to impose governmental review/approv-
al 'standards upon privately funded commercial informational
activities." DOE said that to attempt to do so would have
serious public policy as well as potential legal implications,
and would not only be impractical to implement but would also
be of questionable value. DOE cited several statutes as evi-dence that the Congrtss has already been specific in dealing
with this type of problem.

DOE's reference to "privately funded commercial informa-
tional activities" is based either on a misreading of our
recommendations, or on a hypothetical extreme that DOE has
created which is beyond the intended scope of the recommenda-tions. Clearly, our recommendations apply only to "project-
related promotional literature" published by project partic-
ipants.

Furthermore, the s5atutes DOE cites are irrelevant to the
issue at hand. Specifically, 5 U.S.C. 1 3107 merely provides
that "appropriated funds may not be used for a publicity expertunless specifically appropriated for that purpose;" paragraph
13 of the Printing and Binding Requlations prohibits the inclu-
sion of commercial advertisements in Government publications
or printed matter; and, 13 U.S.C. 1 1913 prohibits the use of
appropriated funds to lobby Congress.

Our report does not suggest.that BRC violated any law.
It quite specifically points out that appropriated funds werenot used for the pamphlets. Also, the recommendations clearly
recognize that the only way DOE could exert any influence over
pamphlets like these would be to negotiate the inclusion of
appropriate provisions into the BRC contract. The report does
not suggest that DOE can force BRC to publish only balancedinformation or prevent it from publishing propaganda. In the
final analysis, it merely s&js that if BRC is unwilling to con-
form its project-related literature to standards of reasonable
objectivity, then DOE should request BRC to include a disclaimerstatement on the publications showing that they are not Govern-
ment approved.
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The effect of our recommendations would be to alert the
public to the fact that one-sided project-related promotional
material published by private Participants in a joint DOE
/industry RD&D project does not have the Government's se.l of
approval. DOE should use common sense in developing practical
standards to be implemented under our recommendations. The
standards should provide for a reasonable presentation of
information on the pros and cons of a project and should be
restricted to project-related material published by prcject
participants.

Although DOE generally disagreed with the recommenda ions
in our report, it stated that it would wor to persuade BRC to
be more complete and circumspect in its publications.

We also gave BRC an opportunity to comment on our report.
However, without giving specific reasons a corporation spokes-
man said that BRC would not do so.

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorgani-
zation Act cf 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommen-
dations to the House Committee on Government Operations and
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs not later than 60
days after the date of the report, and to the House and
Senate Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first
request for appropriations made more than 60 days after the
date o. the report.

As arranged with your office, we are seeding copies of
this report to DOE so that the reauirements of section 236
can be set in motion. Copies will also be available to BPC
and other interested parties who request them.

Comptroller Generalyou

Comptroller General
of the United States
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

REVIEW OF CERTAIN CLINCH RIVER BREEDER

REACTOR PROJECT-RELATED PUBLICATIONS

BACKGROUND

The Clinch River Breeder Rtrctor (CRBR) project--the
Nation's first large-scale Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR)--is a cooperative Government-industry demonstration
project scheduled for operation in 184. Current estimates
show the project will cost about $2.2 biiokt when completed.
The utility industry originally agreed to contribute $230
million to the project. As of September 1L"7 however, the
utilities had pledged and were legally reaer zible for contrib-
uting $257 million--$7 million more than th ! had agreed to
contribute in the project contract.

The Breeder Reactor Corporation (BRC, was incorporated
in March 1972 to represent the interests of over 70C utilities
in the CRRR project. The Corporation's principal functions
are to provide liaison with the utility irdustry, collect
funds from the industry to help finance the project, and
disseminate project information to the utilities and the
general public.

CRBR project contracts allow BRC to pay for its adminis-
trative and informational activities out of utility contrib-
utions; the Department of Energy (DOE) has no contractual
authority over how BRC spends these funds. As of July 1,
1977, BRC had spent about $809,00n for its administrative
and informational activities over the 5-year period since its
Incorporation. About q713,000 of tnis total was for its
information program, almost half of which war, spent during
the 6-month period January to June 1977.

Within BRC, an Industry Information Committee and a
Public Information Committee control and approve the Corpora-
tion's informational activities. These committees are made
up solely of utility representatives.

PROPAGANDA

All 13 BRC publications are promotional in nature. we
believe at least four pamphlets are so oversimplified and
distorted that they clearly constitute propaganda and, as
such, are questionable for dissemination to the public. These
four pamphlets are entitled "Is Plutonium Dangerous?", "Is
Radioctive Waste A Problem?", "Are Breeders Safe And Good
For The Environmenc?", and "How Does A Breeder Work?".

1
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These pamphlets attempt to address such complex andcontroversial breeder reactor issues as economics, safety,and waste management in an oversimplified manner. They mis-lead the reader by failing to discuss the complex and contro-versial issues they attempt to address in sufficient depthto provide a reasonably fair and objective statement of thefacts. They are one-sided in that they present only theadvantages but none of the disadvantages of the breeder reactorand nuclear power in general. They also fail to discuss thecritical problems affecting breeder reactor development andcommercialization. We believe these pamphlets clearly fallwithin Webster's definition of propaganda-"lany syte matic,widespread dissemination or promotion ot particular ideas,doctrines, practices, etc. to further one's own cause or todamage an opposing one." Following are some examples ofissues addressed by the pamphlets and some additional reasonswhy we believe they are propaganda.

Is Plutonium Dangerous?

This pamphlet (Appendix III) correctly points out thatmany things people accept as normal in their daily lives,such as chlorine and gasoline, are dangerous. However, itgoes on to say that plutonium is "* * * simply not a realis-tic threat when compared with other hazardous materials."

To say plutonium is not a realistic threat grossly under-states its dangers. Although people are subjected daily tomany dangerous substances, either because they believe therisks outweigh the benefits or because they are unaware ofthe danger-. it is ludicrous to imply that plutonium is simplynot a realistic threat because other substances may be moreimmediate hazards.

The pamphlet does not inform the reader that plutoniumis an extremely toxic substance, with the potential of causingcancer if inhaled or exposed to an open wouni. In addition toits toxicity, plutonium can be used to make nuclear bombs.The problems in safeguarding plutonium were the major reasonthe President decided in April 1977 to defer commercialization
of the LMFBR and reprocessing technology needed to obtain pluto-nium to fuel the breeder.

c: Radioactive Waste A Problem?

The pamphlet's answer to this question is that "Radio-active waste is small in volume, easily controlled, and tightlyregulated." (See Appendix IV.) It also states that "Theadvantages of nuclear power so outweigh any difficulties
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associated with radioactive wastes as to make the issue minorby comparison."

The pamphlet fails to address the fact that some radio-active wastes must be isolated from man and other livingspecies for centuries and millenia--time scales beyond thelifetimes of existing and previous civilizations. Contraryto what the pamphlet 4ould lead the reader to believe, the
issue of long-term waste disposal is not minor by any com-parison. Rather, it involves important value judgments about:ontemporary society's responsibility to future generationsand about the extent of risks iosed by these wastes. Nuclearcritics, the public, business leaders, and Government offi-cials concur that a solution to the problem of nuclear wastedisposal is critical to the continued growth of nuclearpower.

The pamphlet also states "* * * we are finalizing ourtechniques for long-term storage of these waste. ," Actually,many long-term storage problems have not been resolved.Techniques cannot be finalized until long-term storage tech-nology is demonstrated. DOE does not even expect to startsuch demonstrations unril sometime in 1985.

Are Breeders Safe and Good
For the Envirsnment? ana
U"^ IJoes A Brieeder Work?

The first pamphlet (Appendix V) states that "Clearly
the breeder is safer and better for our environment than anyother source of electricity," while the second (Appendix VI)states that "Nuclear power is better than other sources ofelectricity because it's cleaner, safer; and more economical.'

These statements certainly have not been proven. Wehave reported on several occasions that this Nation is yearsaway from demonstrating that commercial-size LMFBR plantscan be operated reliably, economically, and safely. We arenot alone in this assessment. The President believes thatthe unresolved questions concerning LMFBR operation justifydeferring LMFBR commercialization and terminating the CRBRproject.

Although we agree that there are a number of unresolvedquestions about LMFBR economics and safety, we have also
taken the position on a number of occasions that the LMFBRprogram should be continued as a research and developmenteffort dec ned to help resolve these questions and that theCRBR project should be continued as a part of that effort.
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Although we disagree with the President's decision to
drastically reduce funding for the LMFBR program and, in
particular, his decision to cancel construction of the CRBR,
we believe any decision on how to proceed should be based on
fair and objective information on the merits and problems of
LMFBR development.

CONCLUSIONS

The 13 BRC publications we reviewed ale promotional in
nature. We believe at least four pamphlets are so over-
simplified and distorted that they clearly constitute prop-
aganda and, as such, are questionable for dissemination to
the public.

The four pamphlets mislead the reader by failing to dis-
cuss the complex and controversial issues they attempt to
address in sufficient depth to provide a reasonably fair and
objective statement of the facts. They are one-sided in that
they present only the advantages btit none of the disadvan-
tages of the breeder reactor and nuclear power in general.
They also fail to discuss the critical problems affecting
breeder reactor development and commercialization.

Even though public funds were not used for these pam-
phlets, we believe DOE should exercise some responsibility
for seeing to it that the public and its elected representa-
tives receive balanced and objective information on the merits
and problems of any research, development, and demonstration
(RD&D) project in which it is participating, including CRBR.
Balanced and objective information is essential for the public
and the Congress to make informed judgments on both the advan-
tages and disadvantages of important and controversial projects
such as CRBR. The public correctly views a joint DOE/industry
RD&D project such as CRBR as a Government-sponsored project.
The mere fact that public funds are not used to disseminate
information on such a project does not alter the fact that the
public will tend to identify this information with the Govern-
ment and is likely to view it as bearing the Government's seal
of approval.

DOE is entering into joint RD&D projects with industry
with increasing frequency. For example, the Department is
and will be constructing and operating fossil fuel demonstra-
tion plants on a cost sharing basis with industry. As the
number of these joint projects increase, the possibility of
industry releasing propaganda to the public will also increase
unless DOE takes positive steps.
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Given the critical nature of this Nation's energy problems,
it is essential that decisions are made rationally using bal-
anced and objective information. Thus, DOE should take steps
to help ensure that public information issued by industry par-
ticipants on joint DOE/industry RD&D projects, such as the CRBR,
is reasonably fair and objective and should work with BRC to
develop procedures whereby DOE can eview future BRC public
informational activities to better ensure that the public
receives reasonably fair and objective information on the CRBR
project. Also, it should take whatever steps possible to see
to it that circulation of all existing BRC information which
is not reasonably fair and objective is either stopped or that
such information contains prominently displayed disclaimer
statements showing that the information is not Government
approved.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Secretary of Energy:

-- Develop standards for fairness and objectivity
governing the dissemination of information to
the public by irdustry participants on joint DOE
/industry RD&D projects and include these standards
in all future contracts with industry. These
standards should provide for a reasonable presen-
tation of information which shows both the advantages
and disadvantages of the project. The contracts
should also provide for DOE review of all project-
related promotional literature and should require
that such publications which do not meet the standards
contain a prominently displayed disclaimer statement
to make it clear that the publications are not
Government approved.

-- Work with BRC to develop procedures whereby DOE
can review all future BRC public information
efforts to ensure that they are reasonably fair
and objective. The Department should seek to
amend the existing CRBR contracts to include such
a review provision and to require that all publica-
tions on the CRBR project which do not meet its
standards for fairness and objectivity contain a
prominently displayed disclaimer statement.

-- To the extent possible, review all existing BRC
informational material and request BRC to either
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stop circulation of all material which is not
fair and objective or put a prominently dis-
played disclaimer statement on it showing that
the material is not Government approved.

6
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS REVIEWED BY GAO

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Are Breeders Safe and Good for
the Environment?, no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Breeder Briefs, June 1977.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Breeder Reactor Economics,
June 1, 1975.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Capsule Summary __Why We Need
the Breeder, March 1977.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, The Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Plant and its Impact on the Envionment: Some Questions and
Answers, Januar ry97.-

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Does My Job _epend on the
Breeder?, no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Does Nuclear Power Mean Prolif-
eration?, no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Do We Know EnouLi About Breeders?,
no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Do We Really Need the Breeder?,
no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, How Does A Breeder Work?, no
date.

Breeder Reactor Corpcration, Is Plutonium Dangerous?, no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Is Radioactive Waste A Problem?,
no date.

Breeder Reactor Corporation, Questions and Answers About the
Liquid Metal Fast Ireeder Reactor, May IT76.

CRBR Project Office, CRBRP Briefing, briefing charts,
April 14, 1977.

CRBR Project Office, Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant Proi-
ect, briefing charts, n-o ate.

CRBR Project Office, The Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
Pro ect: Chief Executive Brl i, Proceedings of the
Breedii Reactor Corporatiion-ay9 77 Information Session,
no date.
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CRBR Project Office, Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
Project Executive Summarey, March P77n

CRBR Project Office, Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant
Technical Review Summer 1 n 

CRBR Project Office, Clinch River Breeder Reactor PlantTechnical Review Summer I977,J- IIi-77.

CRBR Project Office, 1976 CRBRP Technical Progress Report,no date.

CRBR Project Office, Facts and Figures: the Clinch RiverBreeder Reactor Plant Pr oect, March 1977.

CRBR Project Office, Program Summary: Clinch River BreederReactor Plant Project, January 1977.

Project Management Corporation, Clinch River Breeder ReactorPlant Project: A Step Toward Enery Indep'ene e--,-Annuai
report to the Breeder Reactor Corporatlon Project ReviewCommittee April 1976 - March 1977, April 1977.

Project Management Corporation, Design Data for the ClinchRiver Breeder Reactor Plant, no date.

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, Oak RidgeOperations, no date.

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, Reportof the Task Forces to the LMFBR Review Steerin_ Committee,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Final Environmental State-ment Related to Construction and Operation of Clinc-fiRi' --
Breede Reactor Pant, PebruaryI 977. .
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BACK FRONT
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We have handled plutonium safely for decades.
It's less dangerous than many things we live with.

Any danger -or safety- is relative. in a plutonium facility were exposed
Fire, water, coal, wind, sun, oxygen, to levels of plutonium that were much,
in fact most things are both safe much higher than the public would ever
and dangerous. receive from nuclear power plants.

And plutonium is no exception. Since then, all have been medically
Power of any kind must be controlled monitored, continuously. Not a single
and managed before if can be one has developed adverse effects
considered safe. due to plutonium.

Understanding plutonium allows us All of us carry plutonium in our
to handle it safely. More safely bodies Some five tons of
than chlorine or gasoline, or many plutonium have been
other things that we accept as normal dispersed in the
in our lives, earth's atmosphere

The radiation that plutonium emits by weapons testing,
doesn't penetrate our skin a,.d can be yet there has been A&
washed off easily. It's simply not no indication that
a realistic threat when compared with this plutonium has ro,,,., . ,

other hazardous materials. caused any ill ferects.
During World War !I, Plutonium is tile fuel pr.duced

thirty workers by breeder reactors, and the breeder
is the one way we can make our uranium
resources meet our electricity needs
for many hundreds of years.

In fact, the breeder, using
plutonium, will assure us of

a virtually unlimited
supply of safe, clean,

economical electricity.

?~'~ ~~~~~~~~~~~1
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Radioactive waste is small in volume,
easily controlled, and tightly regulated. -J

Nuclear power plants generate small our techniques for
quantities of waste. We have long-term storage
effectively dealt with these wastes and of these wastes.
the large quantities of wastes from No member of
weapons programs for over 30 years. the public has
We have developed techniques for ever been harmed 
effectively isoiating these wastes by wastes. generated
from the environment. through the use A ncl po, . o a ,much waste in Iv f l. n

The few leaks that have occurred of nuclear power. tic la=n

resulted from actions taken many The advantages of nuclear power so
years ago. These leaks .- outweigh any difficulties associated
nave been corrected with radioactive wastes as to make
without any adverse the issue minor by comparison.
Impact on the - Nuclear powtS with the breeder
environment. . B reactor will generate electricity

We are handling , safely, economically, and with
these wastes well '_ f, less impact on the environment
now. And we then any other means. It will
are finalizing provide an unlimited source

of electricity.
That's what America

needs now.

AN hbgh IEW' wste cretd by a na"lck
saer pIal m an mnn yea wwould is
nm two dawr fIde cab"ne
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BACK FRONT
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Clearly the breeder is safer and better for our
environment than any otner source of electricity.

No member of the public has ever been Clean to the air we breathe, the waterharmed or injured by the commercial we drink, and the land we live on.use of nucledr power. No other In addition, the breeder dramaticallytechnology can claim this. Breeders will reduces the amount of land disturbedcontinue this excellent r !cord of safety. by mining and requires significantlyThis record is the result of a less fuel transportation.
deliberate effort to make the The breeder uses uranium which nasgeneration of electricity from nuclear no other known use than the generationenergy as safe as possible. Even under of electricity. Thus conserving ourth'o most severe accident conditions irreplaceable fossil fuels for otherimagined, radioactivity cannot escape uses - plastics, medicines,into the atmusphere. fertilizers, etc.And contrary to what many people Breeders conserve v Wbelieve, nuclear reactors cannot valuable natural % M l ,blow up. resources, ourCompared to other means environment, and _

of generating electricity, our most impo-tant r. .roucowrv
the breeder is ciean. resource - mbn. rk ofb fm
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A breeder generates electricity while it creates
its own fuel. And extra fuel.

The breeder works in much the same While a breeder is generating
way as most other electrirAl generation electricity, it changes U-238 into
plants. The major difference is the breeder fuel - plutonium 239. And it
heat source. Some plants burn coal creates enough of
or oil. Non-breeders use uranium as it to refuel that nhd- "h a.....toms

a fuel. And breeders use plutonium. same rcactor.
Fission, or splitting atoms, creates With fuel left
the heat in nuclear plants. over for other

Nuclear power is better than other breeders and non- 1
sources of electricity because It's breeders. Non e..dv, u.. I.. than 1%

cleaner, safer and more economical. The breeder will
But the potential of our uranium extend our supply of uranium for many

resources depends on the breeder. hundreds of years. Giving us a
Almost all of the urnium we mine virtually unlinited source of economical
Almost all of the uranium we mine electricity. Totally independent
is U-238. It isn't useable as a fuel of foreign countries.
in non-breeders. The breeder can use
this otherwise useless uranium.

En h fuel is alrady mined and Irarad that 
cou generate Ir 100 yeart a 

as mumCh eeCIY A we ued thi ; 

Year. WON . . . . . .

,4/ X { ] X,. } te ·· ,s - ' '=

. . . , .
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0
Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545 Nov 25 1977

Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr., Director
Energy and Minerals Division
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Canfield:

We appreciate the opportunity to review and commeant upon the GAO draft
report entitled "Review of Certain Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project
Related Publications."

In general, we do not disagree with the basic idea that contracts for
jointly funded DOE/industry RD&D projects should provide for DOE reviewof all project-generated informational literature. However, to carryover
such a review concept to privately funded, generic material which is not
project-generated, as appears to be suggested by the report, is an over-
simplistic approach with which we do not agree.

At the outset, we would point out that no federal funds were used in
connection with the four pamphlets referred to in this report and they were
not CRBR project-generated publications. They were prepared and disseminated
by BRC on its own as part of its responsibility to its constituent
util-.ies. Nowhere in any of them is the CRBR project mentioned or even
referred to. Thus, the references in the proposed report to these
pamphlets as "project related" are inaccurate.-

With respect to GAO's observation that DOE should exercise some respon-
sibility for seeing to it that the public and its elected representatives
receive balanced and objective information on the merits and problems of
any RD&D project in which it is participating, as you know, DOE does in
fact have an extensive public information program and other means of
disseminating full, complete, and objective factual information relating
to its RD&D projects, including the CRBR. Many reports have been made to
Congress, extensive hearings have been held, and many other detailed
informational avenues have been and are being utilized on a continuous
basis to assure public and congressional awareness of all the prcs and
cons of this program. Further, the Administration's (DOE'es) position with
respect to this project and the other subject matter referenced in these
pamphlets has been widely publicized and both Congress and the public
certainly are well aware of that position. Accordingly, the inference
which seems to be suggested by the report, that these publications will
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mislead the Congress or the public into believing that the DOE either
approved or endorsed them, without some further action by DOE to affirma-
tively disavow them, is, in our opinion, not credible.

The extension of a literature review process to a contractor's privately
funded activities, as seems to be proposed by GAO's recommendations that
DOE develop procedures and amend the existing CRBR contracts to include
standards and a review provision whereby DOE would review all existing
and future BRC privately funded public information efforts to ensure that
they are reasonably fair and objective, and work with BRC to either stop
circulation of all material which is not fair and objective by our standards
or put a disclaimer on it, raises serious public policy end legal questions
which it does not appear the GAO has adequately considered. What GAO seems
to be suggesting is that governmental standards should be developed and
imposed on pr!vate industry's right to express its own views and spend
its own money for public relations or commercial informational activities
simply because industry may have entered into a generically related Joint
venture contractual relationship with the Government. This could have an
undesirable (albeit unintended) ripple effect across the entire spectrum
of government contracting. In our judgment, implementation of this
suggestion Is neither practical nor possible if carried to its logical
extreme, and in view of the serious policy and legal questions noted above,
deserves far more serious consideration than is given here. To date where
Congress has considered this type of problem, it has been very precise in
its treatment, e.g., prohibition of expenditure of federally appropriated
funds for lobbying, 18USC 1913; Government Printing and Building
Regulations issued by the Joint Congressional Committee on Printing,
Title III, paragraph 13; general prohibition on hiring of publicity experts,
5USC 3107, among others.

In summary, we wish to advise that: (1) we generally have ni difficulty
with the basic idea of document review, insofar as it relates solely to
jointly funded project-generated documents--in fact, mechanisms both
contractual and otherwise are already in place and functioning to accomplish
this; (2) we have serious doubts as to the authority, legal or contractual,
to impose governmental review/approval "standards" upon privately funded
commercial informational activities and to attempt to do so would have
serious public policy as well as potential legal implications, would be
impractical to implement and would be of questionable value. We will, how-
ever, continue our efforts to persuade BRC to be more complete and circum-
spect in its publications.
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We urge your serious consideration of these comments in the development
of the finalized version of your report.

Sincerely,

rd L. Hiser, Director
Division of GAO Liaison
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